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1 .  Introduction
Traditional Japanese cuisine attracted global attention after UNESCO added Japanese culinary culture (washoku) 
to its Intangible Cultural Heritage list and Tokyo was chosen to host the 2020 Summer Olympic Games. This paper 
reports a collaboration involving international and Japanese students and an Internet restaurant search service to 
promote Japanese washoku.
For the initial event in this ongoing collaboration, the Internet restaurant search service Gurunavi invited 
international and Japanese students of Toyo University to make nigirizushi, a dish representative of traditional 
Japanese cuisine, under the instruction of a professional chef at a host restaurant. The invitation exposed 
international students to the refinements of washoku and reacquainted Japanese students with traditional sushi 
prepared by a professional. The students and Gurunavi uploaded articles about the event onto social networking 
services.
Although the broader aim of this project is to explore hospitality options for tourists visiting Japan and to 
promote washoku globally, this study focuses on the importance of a business-academic collaboration for cultural 
study, focusing on international and Japanese students and Gurunavi.
Section 2 provides background information about the participants in this study. Section 3 outlines the event and 
Section 4 reports the questionnaire results. Section 5 discusses the project's achievements and its importance in 
promoting business-academic cultural collaborations.
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2 .  Background of Planning a New Program
2 - 1 .  International Students and Cultural / Intercultural Programs
The Faculty of Regional Development Studies at Toyo University comprises the Department of Regional 
Development Studies and the Department of International Tourism Studies. Its students explore regional 
development and tourism from a global perspective. As of 2014, the faculty has 48 international students from 
seven countries along with 2,201 domestic students. The faculty provides students opportunities to participate in 
cultural exchanges (Murata, 2013), and its academic staff attempts to improve those events to transcend superficial 
exchanges and transient friendships. International students also participate in off-campus trips and events that 
expose them to Japanese culture, and during such trips they often meet locals and Japanese professionals.
2 - 2 .  The Need to Upgrade Previous Practices
Although cultural exchanges and study programs are part of the faculty’s policy to “think globally, act locally,” 
the scope of on-campus events is limited by the availability of university facilities, and off-campus events are 
limited to accessible destinations and events suitable for students’ budgets. Moreover, fostering cultural exchange 
is inherently difficult. Tsuboi (1991) indicated that many international students have difficulty making Japanese 
friends on campus. As Arkoudis, et al. (2010) noted, “successful peer interaction cannot be assumed simply 
because students share a campus or a course.” Kagami (1999) argued that to overcome such situations, educational 
intervention facilitating intercultural contact is required. As Murata (2013) suggested, this does not involve single 
events but successive projects in which students collaborate to deepen mutual understanding.
3 .  A Challenge to Make Nigirizushi
3 - 1 . Outline of the Event
On August 5, 2014, students from the Faculty of Regional Development Studies were invited to a sushi restaurant 
in Ueno, Tokyo, to evaluate a proposed participatory restaurant experience for tourists visiting Japan. The call for 
volunteers for this event was announced in Japanese language classes for international students and in lecture classes 
of the two faculty members (including the author) in charge of this event. As a result, six international first-year female 
students from China (5 students) and Mongolia (one student), one second-year male Japanese student, and one third-year 
female Japanese student volunteered, and all were accepted. The event involved making nigirizushi̶the best-known 
type of sushi, which is rolled by hand into a characteristic oblong shape and served with assorted toppings. This event 
was in collaboration with Gurunavi, Inc., which operates an Internet restaurant search service called Gurunavi (ぐるな
び ) and also provides consultation to member restaurants about promotions. Gurunavi had previously organized events 
for international students to promote washoku abroad and expand services among member restaurants. For this event, no 
participation fee was required and students only paid their transportation fees to the venue. All students were informed 
before the event about the objectives of the questionnaire and also about the use of participants’ photographs, and all of 
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them consented to these conditions. Table 1 provides basic information about the event.
3 - 2 .  Activity Details
Students tried to make nigirizushi under the instruction of a professional chef. The vinegared rice (shari), the 
toppings (neta), and the vinegar used to prevent rice from sticking to hands (tezu) were explained; students then 
tried to form the shari into the desired rectangular shape with rounded corners. Since the rice tended to stick to 
their warm hands, students iced them with ice bowls provided on the tables. They wiped the excess moisture with 
napkins and put tezu on their hands before grasping the rice. Shari should be rolled on the fingers of the left hand; 
the right hand is to be used only for assistance or to change the direction of the shari on the fingers, a procedure 
different from making rice balls (onigiri). The chef shaped his shari in two strokes. Students tried to imitate him, 
but generally had to hold their ingredients with both hands, similar to the way in which onigiri is made.
They tried gunkan (seaweed-rolled nigirizushi) with tuna for beginners, shrimp for intermediate learners, and 
Japanese halfbeak sayori for advanced. It is inadvisable to shape shari first and add the neta afterwards because it 
delays preparation. Instead, neta should be assembled when shaping the shari. The professional was quick, precise, 
and elegant. The chef was able to make both neta and shari at once in appropriate shapes and consistently prepared 
clean neta toppings, without rice sticking to them.
Finally students compared their nigirizushi with the same type of sushi prepared by professionals. Students 
exchanged opinions, answered a questionnaire about the event, and were interviewed by two journalists from 
business publications.1 Students uploaded comments on social networking services such as Facebook and Weibo 
after the event. Students’ answers to the questionnaire were shared among Toyo University, Gurunavi, and the host 
restaurant.
4 .  Students’ Responses to the Questionnaire
Separate questionnaires for international students (Appendix 1.) and Japanese students (Appendix 2.) were 
prepared. All the questions and the students’ responses were in Japanese; the students’ responses are summarized 
Table 1.  Basic Information about the Event: A Challenge to Make Nigirizushi
Time 13:00~15:00 on 5th August, 2014
Venue Asahizushi Sohonten, Ueno Kouen Saigo Kaikan B1 Branch
Objective Evaluating the potential for a participatory culinary experience to explore hospitality options for inbound tourists
Participants 6 international students (5 from China and 1 from Mongolia), 2 Japanese students, and 2 academic staff
Schedule 13:00 Opening remarks by academic staff
13:15 Chef’s explanation (in Japanese) of ingredients and cooking tools
13:30 Lessons in making nigirizushi
14:15 Tasting
14:30 Questionnaire completion by academic staff and students and interviews by journalists
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as follows.
4 - 1 .  International Students’ Responses
All the international students had seen sushi restaurants in their countries, and four students had actually visited 
them. On the other hand, all the students had visited sushi restaurants in Japan, and two students responded that 
they visited them more than once a month. While comparing the sushi restaurant hosting the event and other 
restaurants, four students indicated that they usually visited rotating sushi restaurants (kaitenzushi). Two of them 
mentioned that the restaurant hosting this event was fancier and had a nice ambience. One student commented that 
his / her choice of sushi restaurant was a fast-food type establishment; furthermore, another student mentioned that 
the host restaurant served better-tasting sushi. Two students did not mention whether they had visited kaitenzushi, 
but each commented on the host restaurant as having a “better atmosphere and better taste with freshness” and “very 
delicious with fluffy rice.” Other comments on the following questions are summarized and translated into English 
in Table 2 below.
Table 2.  Summary of the International Students’ Comments on the Open-ended Questions of the Questionnaire
About the event
Q. Was the sushi chef's explanation easy to understand? Explain what was easy or difficult.
Three students indicated the explanation was easy to understand: “It was very easy to understand.” “I understood well because 
he had shown the actual procedure which was followed by oral instruction.” “I was taught very kindly.”
Difficulties that students indicated are as follows: “ The jargon related to sushi was a little difficult. ” “ Adjusting the strength 
of my grip was difficult. ” “ It was difficult when I myself tried. ” “ Since I am a beginner, it was difficult to shape rice like 
professionals.”
Q. What is the most important point to consider while making sushi?
Three students mentioned moisture in their comments: “To keep the palm wet.” “Moisture and the temperature of the palms.” “The 
wetness of the palms.”
Three students mentioned difficulty in manipulating the rice: “It was difficult to shape the rice.” “The grip. You should not crush 
the rice too much.” “Even the basic grip was difficult. Rice always stuck to my hands.” 
Q. What was the most interesting point of the challenge?
Students commented as follows:
“ It became a funny shape, but it was interesting. It is meaningful that we all were challenged together although we are just 
beginners.” “Formerly, I had imagined it to be more difficult, but I was glad when I saw I could shape sushi rice appropriately. 
It was interesting because the chef actually demonstrated making sushi in front of us. ” “ The manner of shaping rice was 
interesting, such as adjusting the weight of rice to 20 grams. It was also interesting that we tried different types of fish toppings.” “I 
was interested in how to make sushi, and it was very fun to try by myself. Shaping rice was interesting, although it was difficult. 
I was astonished by the chef’ s demonstration in front of us, and it was interesting.” “The shape of my sushi rice collapsed, but it 
was fun. When I iced my palms, it was cold and felt good.” “I found everything interesting. It was fun because I was challenged 
to do what I had never done before. I was satisfied by eating what I myself had made.”
Q. What was the most difficult part of the challenge?
Three students mentioned rice sticking to their palms. Four mentioned the difficulty of shaping rice: “It was difficult to shape 
rice.” “Making rice into an appropriate shape for fish toppings was difficult.” “It was difficult to achieve the rectangular shape.” “I 
could not shape the rice together with the fish topping.”
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Q. Did you find any differences between the professional chef’s sushi and your own?
Comments are as follows:
“The chef’s rice was softer. The fish was also mild, and it was completely different.” “[The] Sushi by the chef was better both 
in shape and taste.” “My own sushi rice was sour, and it was harder than the chef’s.” “The quality of rice was different. I shaped 
the rice and it looked something strange.” “[The] Sushi by the chef was beautiful and tasty. My own was ugly in appearance but 
tasted good.” “The taste was different. My own was salty. But it was not that bad.”
Q. Write what you learned today and other comments.
Comments are as follows:
“I developed an interest in sushi. I want to practice making sushi from now on.” “When I watched sushi-making on TV in the 
past, chefs made one after another easily. Contrary to expectations, when I tried, it was difficult. I think I should not decide 
anything, including other things, by only looking at it without actually doing it.” “ It was fun, although getting the knack was 
difficult. I cannot make sushi nicely, but I understood approximately how to make sushi. I would like to show and make it for 
my family when I return to my country. ” “When I watched it on TV, I thought it was easy. But it was really difficult when I 
actually tried. I felt happy when I ate sushi that I made and experienced a feeling of achievement.” “Sushi made by the highly 
skilled professional was delicious. I was impressed by the professional atmosphere. I thought the professional chef was cool.” 
“I am really glad to be given a chance to have such a valuable opportunity. Now, I can talk much more about Japanese culture to 
friends and family. In particular, I acquired more knowledge about Japanese food culture. I really appreciate it.” 
Possibility of recommendation
Q. Will you recommend this service to family or friends from your home country?
(Grading star and comments)
Three stars were given by one of the students: “It is a good opportunity to experience Japanese food culture, but the suggested 
price was a little expensive.”
Three students gave a rating of four stars: “ Sushi is something special, and it is also famous globally. Since foreigners are 
interested in sushi, I would like my family and friends to experience it.” “In China, there are few sushi restaurants like this, and 
the atmosphere is really different. The suggested price is appropriate and recommendable.” “I wish the price were around 2,800 
yen.”
Two students gave five stars: “We can sense the sushi culture of Japan because the chef made it in front of us. I think it is a 
special experience, even with this suggested price. The location is easy to find for foreigners because it is near the station and 
only a minute’s walk.” “Since it is a rare opportunity, the suggested price is appropriate.”
4 - 2 .  Japanese Students’ Responses
In describing their cultural exchange experience, both of the Japanese students answered that they have 
international friends, while one of them answered the friend was not on campus. Both of them had the experience 
of introducing Japanese culture to foreigners. When asked whether they had the chance to get to know international 
students on campus, one student answered “no,” and the other answered “yes, but not many.” Both of them had 
been abroad, and one of them had been to 5 countries in which he / she had studied and traveled for several weeks. 
Both students usually visited sushi restaurants in Japan; one of them visited once a month and the other even 
more frequently. When asked about the difference between the sushi restaurant at the event and their customary 
restaurants, one student answered “The quality of the neta: its size and juiciness. The ambience of the restaurant,” 
while the other answered “The restaurants I usually visit are rotating sushi bars, but today’s restaurant was very 
Japanese in style.” Other comments on the following questions are summarized and translated into English in 
Table 3.
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Table 3.  Summary of the Japanese Students’ Comments to the Open-ended Questions of the Questionnaire
About the event 
Q. Did you understand the explanation by the sushi chef? Indicate what was easy or difficult.
“I think the explanation was a little fast.”
“It was easy to understand because he explained with demonstrations.”
Q1. What are the most important points about making sushi?
Q2. Did you have prior knowledge of what you wrote in answer to Q2?
“Q1. Hygiene considerations. Q2. I knew it beforehand.”
“Q1. The amount of rice in one piece of nigirizushi was controlled at around 20 grams. Q2. I did not know that before.”
Q. What was the most interesting point of the challenge?
“Shaping the rice into an appropriate shape was difficult but interesting.”
“To grip sushi while rolling was interesting.”
Q. What was the most difficult point of the challenge?
“The fact that I could not grip it quickly and neatly.”
“The fact that rice always stuck to my palms.
Q. Did you find any difference between professional and your own sushi?
“The amounts of rice and vinegar were different.”
“The chef’s rice was packed, but mine was hollow.”
Regarding the cultural study and exchange aspect of this event: What did you think when you observed the international 
students participating in the event?
Q. What were the most interesting aspects of international students’ reactions?
“They were shaping sushi rice with delicate care.”
“They were surprised to know that wasabi horseradish was supposed to be put on gunkan. They listened enthusiastically to the 
chef and asked questions. Japanese students would have listened in silence.” 
Q. What might be the favorite aspects of making nigirizushi for tourists?
“The fulfillment that comes from making sushi themselves and eating it.”
“Sushi is a popular food for foreigners, and the chance to make it on their own would be pleasant for them.”
Other
Q. Write what you learned in this event.
“I was surprised that international students already have so much knowledge about sushi. I was inspired by their motivation to 
get involved enthusiastically. I realized that to share a message with others, we ourselves should experience it first. Although 
book study is also important, such experiences will help us to understand our culture better and effectively explain it to others.”
“Since I had no international friends on campus, I am grateful to have had this opportunity. Besides, even the Japanese do not 
have experience making sushi, and I am glad to have had it for the first time.”
Q. To what extent can you recommend this service to foreign guests? (Grading star and open comments)
Both students awarded a rating of four stars: “It is a valuable opportunity to make nigirizushi, a representative of Japanese food 
culture. The suggested price looks expensive for students.”
“I can recommend this. People can experience Japanese culture, and making sushi would be a pleasant memory. But at the same 
time, I think it is a little expensive.”
5 .  Results
The event provided the international and Japanese students a first-hand opportunity to experience traditional 
Japanese cuisine and a chance to interact in an intercultural context. It gave Gurunavi the opportunity to promote 
washoku and explore hospitality options. For the host restaurant, it was an opportunity to understand students’ 
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opinions about future possible services to attract tourists. Responses to the questionnaire suggest the event 
achieved two things. First, it met the objective of providing “a participatory culinary experience to explore 
hospitality options for inbound tourists.” Second, it provided a cultural lesson and exchange. The fact that it was a 
business-academic collaboration also merits mentioning.
5 - 1 .  Achievement Regarding the Project's Objective
Although native Japanese seldom have the opportunity to learn sushi preparation from professionals, they 
basically know how sushi is made. In contrast, very few inbound tourists possess that knowledge. Even if they are 
familiar with sushi, the restaurants and dishes served in their countries often differ from those in Japan because 
authentic sushi requires ingredients and techniques that are likely to be unfamiliar to them. Such participatory 
culinary service, learning about sushi by preparing it under the instruction of a professional chef, would satisfy 
the gourmet objectives of tourists and enrich their travel experience in Japan. Moreover, the evidence from this 
research suggests that restaurants offering this experience would be more attractive.
To attract tourists to participatory culinary experiences such as this, restaurants need to maintain or improve 
the quality of sushi and understand the elements of memorable dining. The student questionnaires offered insights 
into what was appealing or difficult for customers. Their opinions about price varied, but the students noted that 
the restaurant's prices seemed commensurate with its caliber, which is important information for restaurants 
contemplating this attraction. Overall, the event was favorably received, suggesting wider potential for a culinary 
experience of this type. The students also helped promote sushi globally by reporting its excellence and their 
enjoyment of the event through social media.
5 - 2 .  Success as a Cultural Exchange
This event had dual significance: as a lesson in Japanese culture and an opportunity for cultural exchange. The 
university’s cultural events are generally planned only for international students, and participation by Japanese 
students has been an exception. However, this project differed from conventional culinary education or field trips 
as Japanese students also learned more about their culture and gained new perspectives through cultural exchanges 
with international students.
Although the international students live in Japan and are more acquainted with sushi and Japanese culinary 
culture than typical tourists, none of the students in this sample had any experience making it. Even though the 
Japanese students frequent sushi restaurants, they also found it difficult to make nigirizushi and acknowledged the 
gap between the professional chef and themselves as they understood the Japanese food culture from a tourist’s 
perspective.
This cultural exchange prompted the Japanese students to reevaluate their culture and gave them the experience 
of interacting with international students, with whom they have few opportunities to interact on campus. 
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They were gratified by the international students’ responses and motivation. The difficulty of preparing sushi 
professionally and experiencing the fascination of making nigirizushi were also expressed in the answers Japanese 
students gave to the questionnaire. The author often heard Japanese students say they do not explain their culture 
well to foreigners. Acquaintance with international students through events such as this would help them to do so 
more effectively in the future.
5 - 3 .  Business-Academic Collaboration
As mentioned, on-campus events are limited by facilities constraints and off-campus trips by students’ budgets. 
Professional preparation of authentic nigirizushi would be unavailable on most campuses, and dining at authentic 
sushi restaurants likely would exceed students’ budget. This business-academic collaboration enabled students to 
dine at an authentic restaurant, to experience sushi-making, and to glimpse Gurunavi’s business model without 
incurring any personal expenses other than transportation. In short, this type of business-academic collaboration 
overcomes many difficulties inherent in sponsoring cultural exchanges while providing valuable input for 
commercial enterprises contemplating new services.
A series of events with Gurunavi are planned, such as kneading soba noodles and preparing dashi (soup stock). 
Continuing the project will broaden students’ horizons in multiple respects, including education, experiencing the 
food business, promoting Japanese culture, and promoting tourism.
6 .  Conclusion
The event described above was part of a larger program to advance educational, cultural, and commercial 
goals while spreading knowledge of Japan’s culinary culture. It offered students the opportunity to learn Japanese 
cooking from a professional chef while interacting with fellow international students. It was an opportunity for 
Gurunavi to promote washoku and explore hospitality options. For the host restaurant, it was an opportunity to 
gather opinions about possible services. This business-academic collaboration overcomes many of the difficulties 
inherent in cultural exchanges while gathering important market research. The project with Gurunavi to promote 
washoku will continue, and new cultural exchanges will be organized based on the abovementioned findings.
A limitation of this study involves small sample size and use of convenient sampling method. Further studies 
with larger sample size are needed for thorough analysis and better generalizability of results. However, this type 
of collaboration can be a promising option for teaching both international and Japanese students about Japanese 
culture while facilitating interactions between students from different cultural backgrounds.
Acknowledgment: I express my gratitude to Associate Professor Yagasaki, the staff of Gurunavi, Inc., the chef of 
Asahizushi Sohonten Ueno Kouen Saigo Kaikan B1 Branch, and all students participating in the event.
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Endnotes
1 　For examples of articles, see
　　http://ueno.keizai.biz/phone/headline.php?id=1563, accessed on September, 10, 2014. 
　　http://www.sankeibiz.jp/business/news/140830/bsd1408300500006-n1.htm, accessed on September 10, 2014.
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Although cultural exchanges generally foster understanding among college students, on-campus events are constrained by 
facilities limitations and off-campus trips by students’ budgets. This article discusses an ongoing collaboration between Toyo 
University and the internet restaurant search service Gurunavi that enables international and Japanese students to participate jointly 
in a project promoting traditional Japanese food culture (washoku) abroad. The event involved learning to make nigirizushi under 
the instruction of a professional chef at a sushi restaurant off campus. Six international and two Japanese students participated in 
the event, in which the international students experienced Japanese washoku while the Japanese students rediscovered sushi as 
prepared by a skilled professional chef. All students contributed to developing a new service and promoted sushi globally through 
social networking services. It also provided an opportunity for Gurunavi to explore hospitality options and to gather opinions 
about possible services for the host restaurant. This collaboration overcame facility and budget limitations while offering students 
an opportunity to experience authentic Japanese food culture. All the students completed a questionnaire (containing 11 and 16 
questions for international and Japanese students, respectively) after participating in the sushi-making experience.
Keywords:  intercultural understanding, international students, washoku , sushi , internet restaurant search services
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